A Miniature Skirmish Game
of Eldritch Horror

2nd Edition
Demo Kit
Welcome to the world of Strange Aeons, a Lovecraftian Skirmish Game of Eldritch Horror!
Set in the United States in the 1920s (though you can easily place games in an alternate location or era), valiant
operatives of the Threshold Agency seek to put a stop to the nefarious doings of Ancient Gods, Cosmic Horrors,
and the degenerate or power-hungry Humans that seek their favour - collectively known as the Lurkers.
This introductory rule package is designed to give you a taste of the game system by playing through a typical
first game for a pre-built, freshly recruited Threshold squad. While only the rules you need for this simple Scenario are provided in this package, rest assured that the complete game provides a much greater variety of weapons,
skills, game conditions and eldritch opponents.

What You Need
Models
For this introductory scenario, you’ll need seven models: three heroic Threshold operatives, three dastardly human Cultists (one is a Cult Leader, so a fancy hat or robes are a nice touch) and a foul-smelling Fishman.

Playing Area And Scenery
Strange Aeons should be played on a level surface that measures roughly 2’ x 3’. There are no special terrain requirements for this introductory Scenario, so you and your opponent may place anything you like on the table to
your mutual agreement. Make sure to add a few pieces of cover (walls, piles of crates, etc), else your game may
be over faster than you might like!

Dice
All dice rolls in Strange Aeons use a standard six sided dice or D6, sometimes referred to simply as D. For the
purposes of this Scenario, you’ll probably only need about four dice, but a few extra couldn’t hurt. Sometimes you
will be asked to add or subtract from the result (D6-2), roll multiple dice and add them together (2D6), or roll a
D3 (1-2=1, 3-4=2, 5-6=3). Some abilities in the game will allow you to re-roll dice. Unless otherwise specified, only
your own dice may ever be re-rolled, and you must accept the re-rolled result.

Other Stuff
You’ll also need a tape measure marked in inches and copies of the Demo Kit Log Sheets (found on Pages 9-10).
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Model Profiles
Characteristics
Every model in a game of Strange Aeons is defined by the following set of characteristics:

Movement (M): Movement determines a model’s physical speed: the distance the model may move (in
inches) with a single Move Action.
Dexterity (Dex.): Dexterity measures a model’s hand-eye coordination and reflexes, impacting it’s ability
to Shoot, traverse obstacles and react to physical peril. A model needs to roll its Dexterity score or higher in
order ‘to hit’ a target when Shooting or to pass a Dexterity test.
Constitution (Con.): This characteristic reflects the toughness of an individual model. Constitution is
used to resist damage from Shooting and Close Combat attacks, and may be augmented by armour.
Attacks (A): Attacks determines the number of dice a model will roll in Close Combat. Using weapons
will not increase the number of dice rolled, but rather give a bonus to each result, represented by the Close
Combat Bonus (C.C.B.) in each Close Combat weapon profile.

Wounds (W): A model’s Wounds characteristic indicates how many times the model can be damaged before
being killed or incapacitated.

Resolve (Res.): Self control, determination and courage under fire; the measure of a model’s steadfastness.
Models will have to test against their Resolve to retain their focus in moments of great stress or horror, or resist
the mental or psychic predations of powerful beings. In particularly extreme circumstances, a models subject
to Psychology may be forced to test for Insanity: a special type of Resolve test that, if failed, will render the
model temporarily insane.
Skills
Skills describe the additional capabilities a model possesses outside of their standard characteristics; the aptitudes and abilities that set them apart from other models. Threshold models earn Skills by winning games, while
Lurkers may purchase them as required for each game. To keep this demonstration simple, skills have been preassigned, and their game effects are indicated on the included Threshold and Lurker Log Sheets.
Many models also have Special abilities, which are intended to categorize model types and reflect species-specific rules. For simplicity, we have treated Special abilities applicable to this scenario as Skills for the purpose of
the demonstration.

Taking Turns
Games of Strange Aeons are divided into Turns. Much like a game of chess, one side goes and then the other,
continuing on until one side has no more models on the tabletop or the scenario objective is complete. Each Turn
will always follow the same sequence: Resolve Combats, Nominations, Actions.

Resolve Combats
Models that begin the Turn in base-to-base with an enemy (usually due to a drawn combat on the previous Turn)
must always fight a round of Close Combat with their opponent(s) before the rest of the Turn may proceed. See
the Charge Actions section for details of how combat is undertaken.

Nominations
On each player’s Turn, they will choose one model to Nominate. This model may perform two Actions of the
player’s choice before the Turn is complete, and control is handed over to the opposing player. Some models have
the Command Skill, which will allow them to Nominate additional nearby models, thereby enabling the player to
activate multiple models on the same Turn. Under no circumstances may a model be Nominated more than once
on the same Turn. The same model(s) may be Nominated on successive Turns, if the player so chooses.
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Actions
When a model is Nominated it must perform two Actions, executed in any order the player chooses. Each Nominated model must, however, complete its two Actions consecutively before any other Nominated model is permitted to take an Action. Permissible Actions are: Change State, Charge, Move or Shoot.

Change State: Models will sometimes be forced to change their State, usually due to Injury or Insanity.
There are three states: Normal, Face Up and Face Down. Recovering back to Normal requires a model to expend Actions: one Action to Change States from Face Down to Face Up, and an Action to go from Face Up to
Normal. Models that are not Normal may not use the Command or Lieutenant skills until their State changes.

Charge: Models wishing to engage the enemy in Close Combat must Charge them. A Charge is a Move
Action that brings the nominated model into base-to-base with an enemy model, after which a round of Close
Combat is fought immediately.

Move: A Move Action allows a model to move up to its Movement Characteristic in inches. Any Move that
causes a model to enter base-to-base contact with an enemy model is considered a Charge.

Shoot: If you have line of sight and are within range to any part of an enemy model (including the base) you
may Shoot at that model, provided your model is equipped with a ranged weapon or attack.

Change State Actions
A model’s State reflects its current level of physical and mental capability. Unless otherwise specified, a model
always begins the game in the Normal state, which allows it to function without any penalty. However, as the result
of Injury or Psychology, a model may be driven into a different and far less desirable State.
A Change State Action may only be chosen if a model has been placed Face Up or Face Down due to Injury or
Psychology. In fact, non-Normal models may choose nothing other than Change State Actions until they have returned to Normal.
Normal: The model may act as Normal with no modifiers to its characteristics. If the model was wounded
(down to 0 Wounds) but not removed from the table, treat it as having 1 Wound remaining. A model must be
Normal during the Nominations Phase to use its Command or Lieutenant skill.
Face Up: Stunned or Stupefied, this model is partially incapacitated, and may do little more than attempt to
fend off or crawl away from its foes. The model may fight back in Close Combat with a –1 modifier to its Attacks characteristic, down to a minimum of 1. If it wins in Close Combat, do not roll to Wound; move the model
2” away from the attacker in the direction of the controlling player’s choice.
Face Down: Models that are Face Down (Unconscious or suffering from Catatonia) are in dire condition, and
can do nothing to protect themselves until they regain awareness of their surroundings. This model can do
nothing until it Changes State, and is automatically removed as a Major Injury if engaged in Close Combat.
When Nominated, models not in the Normal State may execute only Change State Actions until they have recovered to Normal. Each Change State Action will recover the model one step: one Action takes the model from Face
Down to Face Up, and an additional Action from Face Up to Normal. If these Actions are executed while in base-tobase with an enemy model, a round of Close Combat must be fought at the conclusion of each Action. Non-Normal
models may also be shot at, but receive a 6+ save as their prone position makes them more difficult to hit.
A model may never Change State to a worse condition through its own Action (ie. a Normal model may not elect
to become Face Down), even when under the control of an enemy model.

Charge Actions (Close Combat)
Models wishing to engage in hand-to-hand combat must Charge. A Charge is special type of Move Action that
ends in base-to-base with an enemy model. Even if models are already in base-to-base, a model wishing to fight
in Close Combat must still declare a Charge Action to do so.
All Close Combats begin with a roll ‘to hit’. This determines which model is the victor of the fight. That model may
then roll ‘to wound’ to determine how badly their opponent has been damaged.
Rolling ‘to Hit’
All models have an Attacks characteristic that denotes how many dice are rolled in Close Combat. Close Combat
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weapons have a Close Combat Bonus (C.C.B.) which adds to the result. Models in Close Combat each roll their
dice, apply the C.C.B. to the highest result rolled, and compare totals. If these totals are equal, then the Close
Combat is considered a Draw (see ‘It’s a Draw’ below). If not, the high roller has successfully struck their opponent, and may now roll ‘to wound’. The difference between the results determines the number of ‘hits’ that have
been scored.
Saves
Certain abilities, Skills and equipment may grant a Save against Close Combat or Shooting attacks, whether via
quick reflexes, strange force fields or innate powers of the mind. Saves are expressed as an ‘X+’ value, representing the dice result required to successfully counter a ‘hit’. Roll a dice for each ‘hit’ scored. All results that meet or
exceed the amount required by the Save will negate one ‘hit’. For example, a 5+ Save would negate a ‘hit’ on each
roll of 5 or better.
Rolling ‘to Wound’
Roll dice equal to the number of ‘hits’ landed (less any that were Saved), take the highest dice rolled and add any
damage bonus indicated in the profile of the weapon used . If the total equals the target’s Constitution, a Wound
has been caused. If it exceeds the target’s Constitution, score one further Wound per point of additional damage.
A single hit may therefore inflict multiple Wounds. Once the target has taken its final Wound, any excess damage
will add +1 to the roll on the Injury Table (see Injuries on Page 7).
It’s a Draw
If both models roll the same total ‘to hit’, the winner fails to inflict a Wound in Close Combat, or the winner fails to
remove the loser from the table despite having wounded them, the result is a Draw. The models remain in baseto-base, and must fight a further round of Close Combat at the outset of the next Turn. Models involved in a Draw
may be Nominated, but may not use Command as long as they remain in base-to-base with an enemy model.
Multiple Opponents
Models engaged in Close Combat may only target one enemy model at a time. A model gains +1 Attack for every additional friendly model (not including itself) also in base-to-base with the model being attacked. If a Draw
against multiple opponents occurs at the start of a Turn, each player must choose one engaged model to fight the
Close Combat and receive bonus Attacks.
Leaving Close Combat
Models that have won the roll ‘to hit’ may choose to leave Close Combat before rolling ‘to wound’. Simply Move
the winning model up to its Movement characteristic in inches away. However, should a model attempt or be
forced to break from Close Combat with a Normal opponent, this is a much different story. The opponent takes a
free roll ‘to wound’ (modified by weapon damage) before any Move is taken. If the model that attempted to leave
the Close Combat is still alive and Normal, it may then Move out of base-to-base. Models in base-to-base with
only non-Normal opponents may always elect to leave Close Combat without granting their enemy a free roll ‘to
wound’.
Fighting Non-Normal Models
Face Up models may fight back in Close Combat with a –1 modifier to their Attacks characteristic, down to a minimum of 1. If the model wins in Close Combat, it moves 2” away from the attacker in the direction of the controlling
player’s choice rather than rolling ‘to wound’.
Face Down models cannot defend themselves at all, and are automatically removed as a Major Injury if Charged.

Move Actions
Each time a Nominated model takes a Move Action, it may move a distance (in inches) up to its Movement characteristic. Move Actions that end in base-to-base with an enemy model are considered a Charge Action, and will
end in a round of Close Combat. A model may never Move through another model’s base (friendly or enemy), but
when measuring to Move the tape measure may be bent, curved or positioned however the player sees fit.
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Terrain
Many types of scenery can impact the ability of models to Move freely, or some cases prohibit passage altogether.
Prior to the outset of the game, each piece of terrain should be classified as Open, Rough or Impassable to determine its in-game effects:
Open: Open ground, streets, rolling hills and any obstacles under 1” high have no effect on Movement.
Rough: Rubble, boulders, walls and any obstacles from 1” to 2” high. Models Moving into Rough terrain suffer
–2 Movement until no longer in base-to-base with the terrain. Models may never Charge through Rough terrain.
Impassable: Lava pools, bottomless crevasses, and any obstacle over 2” high with no climbing aids present
(see Climbing below). Models may never enter Impassable terrain voluntarily. If they should be forced into
Impassable terrain by other means, they suffer an automatic Major Injury.
Some models have abilities (such as Flight) that allow them to ignore Movement penalties from some or all terrain. Regardless, no model may ever end a Move in Impassable terrain, and must therefore have adequate Movement to fully clear the Impassable terrain in order to cross it.
Climbing
Models may utilize ladders, handholds, ropes, or any variety of aids to scale a sheer surface. Players should agree
as to what terrain pieces may be climbed prior to the outset of the game. If a model at the bottom of a ladder or
other climbing aid uses a Move Action, it may Move up to its Movement Characteristic in inches up the ladder and
be placed in base-to-base with the top edge of the surface it climbed. This may also be done in reverse, moving
downwards from the top. If there is a model in base-to-base with the top or bottom of the ladder, it may not be
climbed until the blocking model is Moved or removed from play and the way is clear.
Leaving the Table
Models may be forced off the board involuntarily as the result of attacks or other game effects. Unless otherwise
specified in the Scenario, models that have left the table are treated as Minor Injuries, and may not return to take
any further part in the game.

Shoot Actions
Models not in base-to-base with an enemy and equipped with a Ranged Weapon or attack may take a Shoot Action, provided a viable target is within range and line of sight. If the Shooting model has several Ranged weapons,
it must select only one to use each Shoot Action.
Much like Close Combats, Shooting attacks consist of a roll ‘to hit’, possible Saves, and a roll ‘to wound’.
Choose Target
All enemy models within range and line of sight are viable targets, and any target may be selected unless there
are enemy models within 5” and line of sight of the shooting model, excluding models in Close Combat. If this is
the case, the closet model must be shot at first unless a Resolve test is passed.
Line of Sight and Range
If a tape measure can be drawn unimpeded to the target and the distance is equal to or less than the Ranged
weapon’s Range, the model may Shoot. If any terrain features are in between the two models and partially obscure
line of sight, the target may benefit from a Save (see Cover Saves below). The value of the Save should be agreed
upon by both players before the attacker makes their roll ‘to hit’.
Rolling ‘to Hit’
Each Ranged weapon in Strange Aeons has a Rate, which determines the number of shots it is able to fire in a
single Action. To Shoot, simply roll as many dice as the weapon’s Rate. All dice rolled that are equal to or greater
than the Shooting model’s Dexterity have ‘hit’ the target.
Cover Saves
In addition to abilities that provide general Saves against all attacks (see Charge Actions), a targeted model may
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gain a Cover Save if there is terrain between it and the attacker, or if the model is inside or behind a terrain piece
that grants cover. The magnitude of the Save depends on both the sturdiness of the terrain and the degree to
which it obscures the target:
Light: Short walls, craters, hedges and any obstructions in line of sight provide a 6+ Save.
Medium: Ruins, rocks, and any terrain that obscures up to half of the target from view provides a 5+ Save.
Heavy: Trenches, bunkers, and any terrain that blocks more than half the target from view provides a 4+ Save.
Determine which type(s) of Cover Save the target model benefits from, and roll one dice for each ‘hit’. Each roll
that equals or exceeds the number required is a considered a Save, which negates one ‘hit’. In the event a model
would benefit from more that one piece of cover, take the best Save granted and apply a further -1 modifier for
each additional piece of cover. This Save may never exceed 3+.
Due to their prone position, Non-Normal models always benefit from a 6+ Save against Shooting Attacks, even
when not in Cover.
Rolling ‘to Wound’
All dice that successfully ‘hit’ the target are rolled again ‘to wound’. Check the weapon’s Damage and add any bonus to the highest dice rolled. If the total equals the target’s Constitution, a Wound has been caused. If it exceeds
the target’s Constitution, score one further Wound per point of additional damage. A single hit may therefore inflict multiple Wounds. Once the target has taken its final Wound, any excess damage will add +1 to the roll on the
Injury Table (see Injuries below).

Injuries
When a model has been reduced to 0 Wounds, the attacker determines the severity of the damage by rolling 2D6
on the Injury Table and adding together the results. Add +1 to the total for every point of excess damage after the
final Wound was removed.

Injury Table
Injury

2D6

Results

Stunned

2-4

Place the model Face Up

Unconscious

5-6

Place the model Face Down

Minor Injury

7-8

The model is removed from the table, but may return
next game fully recovered…lucky

Major Injury

9-12

The model is removed from the table, and must determine the severity of the injury after the game

Models rendered Face Up or Face Down must take Change State Actions in order to return to Normal. Once a
wounded model has returned to Normal, the model may act with no modifiers from Injury, but is considered to
have only one Wound remaining.

Minor vs. Major Injuries
Minor Injuries are non-life-threatening, and will allow the Injured model to recover and return to action for the
next game. Major Injuries reflect serious wounds sustained by agents in the line of duty, which have a chance of
leaving a model with permanent debilities - both mental and physical - or outright dead. However, for the purposes of this introduction, a Major Injury has the same game effect as a Minor Injury: the model is removed from
the table.
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Psychology
Out of all the myriad of beings in the cosmos, mankind is alone in its assumption of an organized universe. Often
the strange and bizarre natures of the creatures encountered are enough to chill the heart and test the faith of
any stern adventurer. Perhaps watching as a team member is torn to pieces just inches away or gleaning a terrible truth from an ancient tome…whatever the reason, Threshold models, and in fact any Human model, will be
required to make an Insanity test against their Resolve characteristic when any of the following happens, as soon
as it happens. This may mean taking multiple tests in one Turn. Only Normal models are subject to Psychology:
Face Up and Face Down models have their own problems.
A Human model will be required to take an Insanity test when any of the following situations arise (more conditions exist, but will not apply to this Demo game):
–– A friendly model is removed from the table (due to Injury) within 5” and line of sight.
–– There are no friendly models within 5” and at least 3 enemy models within 5” and line of sight.
–– A Lurker that is Hideous is in base-to-base.
–– The model is the last model of its faction remaining in play.
Other special abilities of specific profiles and items may also induce an Insanity test. Once a test has been passed,
the model may continue to act as Normal. A model passing an Insanity test has faced its fears (at least for the time
being) and need not take another test again unless the model is confronted by a new situation. If any test is failed,
the model must roll on the Insanity Table and apply the results immediately.

Insanity Table
Insanity

D6

Catatonia

1

Results
Place the model Face Down.

Stupefaction

2-3

Place the model Face Up.

Revulsion

4-5

The model takes an immediate Move towards its starting board edge,
breaking from Close Combat if necessary. This is a ‘free’ Action, and
does not count towards those taken by the affected model this Turn.

6

The model immediately Charges the closest enemy model and doubles its Attacks for the remainder of the Turn. Any further tests against
Resolve this Turn are considered automatically passed.

Frenzy
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The Scenario: Fight!
In all games of Strange Aeons, one player will field their squad of Threshold operatives, while their opponent will
assemble a group of Lurkers from among the over fifty available profiles to match the point total of the Threshold
group. A new squad will normally start at a value of 15 Points, which is precisely the value of the Threshold list
presented in this Demo package.
Strange Aeons features seven Basic Scenarios (plus variants), several Advanced Scenarios for experienced
Threshold squads, and a series of characterful Quest Scenarios your operatives will be able to challenge as they
learn more secrets of the eldritch world. For this demonstration, we have selected the most straightforward of the
Basic Scenarios: Fight. It’s a battle to the death, and the last man (or monster) standing wins.

Setting Up
To start, choose who will play Threshold and Lurkers, mark the edges of your 2’ x 3’ play area, then set up terrain
to your mutual satisfaction. Once the table is prepared, each player rolls a D6. The player with the higher roll
chooses which of the 2’ table edges (we refer to these as ‘short edges’) they wish to deploy on. Models may be
placed up to 5” from the table edge, and may begin the game inside buildings or other terrain features if desired,
provided the base of the model still falls entirely within the 5” deployment zone, Once the first player has finished
deploying their models, the opponent deploys within 5” of the opposite table edge.
Once all models are deployed, each player again rolls a D6. The player with the higher roll takes the first Turn.
The game continues until all models from one side have been removed from the table.

The Aftermath
At the conclusion of a typical game, the Threshold player will determine the potential lasting effects of any Major
Injuries. Models that have survived gain a chance at Advancement, which may grant a new Skill or improve the
model’s Characteristics. In games Threshold has won, one model automatically gains Advancement. Additionally,
the Threshold squad may scour the battlefield for Map Pieces, which will allow them to unlock Quest Scenarios
in their future missions. Squads that have lost members may head back to the Field Office for fresh supplies and
recruits, but otherwise it’s on to the next mission. After all, evil never sleeps!

A Few Pointers
Some tips to help you out with your first game:
–– More often than not, you’ll want to start each turn by Nominating your figure with the Command skill,
thereby allowing it to Nominate the additional models in your force. The more models you have taking Actions on any given turn, the better your chances. Don’t forget that Command can’t be used by a model that
starts the turn in any state other than Normal.
–– Target your opponent’s Commander! Reducing the number of models they can Nominate may put them in
a hole they can’t dig out of.
–– Models with poor Dexterity don’t have very good aim. It’s often best to get your best shots into a good
shooting position, and let your remaining models focus on Close Combat.
–– The Fishman moves unpredictably, and is hard to kill due to it’s high Constitution, armour and rather nasty
Close Combat attacks. Keeping your distance can be tricky, but is often the best way to get out alive.
Don’t forget: the Fishman is Hideous, and Threshold models will have to make a Resolve check if they ever
have the misfortune of finding themselves in base-to-base.
–– Cover is your friend. Even a few crates can make the difference between life and death.
We hope this demonstration gives you a good sense of the game mechanics. We’ve left out quite a bit, but haven’t
fundamentally altered anything: all the rules you see here will work exactly the same way in the full game. You’ll
be able to choose and equip your own Threshold operatives, and see them do battle with different combinations
of Lurkers each game. Access to body armour, heavy weapons and explosives, magic spells and artifacts add
considerable flexibility and flavour to the game.

www.strange-aeons.ca
Facebook: /StrangeAeonsGame
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Twitter: @UMWGames

Threshold Log Sheet
James Blackwood

Character:

Skills:

Command, Heroic

M

Dex

Con

A

W

Res

Weapons & Gear

5

4+

6

3

2

3+

Tommy Gun, .45 Handgun, Cleaver

Agent:

Hazel Ashton

Skills: Lucky

M

Dex

Con

A

W

Res

Weapons & Gear

5

5+

6

2

1

4+

Double-Barreled Shotgun, Knife

Skills:

None

Civilian: Philip Howard
M

Dex

Con

A

W

Res

Weapons & Gear

5

5+

5

1

1

5+

.22 Handgun, Knife

Weapons Table
CLOSE COMBAT

Skills & Abilities
C.C. Bonus

Damage

Unarmed

+0

1D

Knife

+1

1D+1

Cleaver

+2

1D+2

RANGED

Range

Rate

Damage

Special
Unarmed

Name

Effect

Command

When Nominated, a model
with Command may Nominate
up to two additional friendly
models within 10”. Additionally, friendly models within
5” of a model with Command
may use that model’s Resolve
if it better than their own.
Command cannot be used if
the Commanding model is
in Close Combat during the
Nominations Phase of the Turn,
nor can it be used by a model
that is not Normal.

Hideous

Models that are Hideous force
an Insanity test on any models
subject to Psychology in baseto-base contact, immediately
prior to the first round of Close
Combat being fought.

Lucky

Once per game, this model
may re-roll any one dice it has
rolled.

Heroic

This model may take 3 Actions
in one Turn, once per game.

Humanoid

This model is immune to Psychology.

AP1

Special

.22 Handgun

8”

2D

1D+1

.45 Handgun

10”

1D

1D+2

Double-Barreled
Shotgun

8”

2D

1D+2

Power

Tommy Gun

10”

3D

1D+2

Strafe

WEAPON SPECIAL RULES
APX

This weapon negates X points of Constitution granted by Armour when rolling ‘to Wound’.

Power

Add +1 to Damage when target is within 6”. If the
target is Wounded but not removed from the table, it
is moved D3” directly away from the firing model.

Strafe

This weapon may assign its dice ‘to Hit’ to multiple
targets, provided all targets are in Range and no
more than half the maximum Range of the weapon
distant from each other. Dice must be assigned to
targets before they are rolled.

Unarmed

Unarmed models facing an armed opponent will
suffer an automatic roll ‘to Wound’ before Close
Combat is fought. There is no need to roll ‘to hit’;
simply roll for damage as usual.
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Lurker Log Sheet
Lurker:

Cult Leader

Skills & Abilities:

Command

M

Dex

Con

A

W

Res

Weapons & Gear

5

4+

6

2

1

3+

Double-Barrelled Shotgun, Cleaver

Lurker:

Cultist

Skills & Abilities:

None

M

Dex

Con

A

W

Res

Weapons & Gear

5

5+

5

1

1

5+

.22 Handgun

Lurker:

Cultist

Skills & Abilities:

None

M

Dex

Con

A

W

Res

Weapons & Gear

5

5+

5

1

1

5+

Knife

Lurker:

Fishman

Skills & Abilities:

Hideous, Humanoid

M

Dex

Con

A

W

Res

Weapons & Gear

1D6+1

4+

6/7

2

1

3+

Claws (C.C.B. +2, Dam. 1D+3)

Weapons Table
CLOSE COMBAT

Skills & Abilities
C.C. Bonus

Damage

Unarmed

+0

1D

Knife

+1

1D+1

Cleaver

+2

1D+2

RANGED

Range

Rate

Damage

Special
Unarmed

Name

Effect

Command

When Nominated, a model
with Command may Nominate
up to two additional friendly
models within 10”. Additionally, friendly models within
5” of a model with Command
may use that model’s Resolve
if it better than their own.
Command cannot be used if
the Commanding model is
in Close Combat during the
Nominations Phase of the Turn,
nor can it be used by a model
that is not Normal.

Hideous

Models that are Hideous force
an Insanity test on any models
subject to Psychology in baseto-base contact, immediately
prior to the first round of Close
Combat being fought.

Lucky

Once per game, this model
may re-roll any one dice it has
rolled.

Heroic

This model may take 3 Actions
in one Turn, once per game.

Humanoid

This model is immune to Psychology.

AP1

Special

.22 Handgun

8”

2D

1D+1

.45 Handgun

10”

1D

1D+2

Double-Barreled
Shotgun

8”

2D

1D+2

Power

Tommy Gun

10”

3D

1D+2

Strafe

WEAPON SPECIAL RULES
APX

This weapon negates X points of Constitution granted by Armour when rolling ‘to Wound’.

Power

Add +1 to Damage when target is within 6”. If the
target is Wounded but not removed from the table, it
is moved D3” directly away from the firing model.

Strafe

This weapon may assign its dice ‘to Hit’ to multiple
targets, provided all targets are in Range and no
more than half the maximum Range of the weapon
distant from each other. Dice must be assigned to
targets before they are rolled.

Unarmed

Unarmed models facing an armed opponent will
suffer an automatic roll ‘to Wound’ before Close
Combat is fought. There is no need to roll ‘to hit’;
simply roll for damage as usual.
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